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  Executive Summary

• For the quarter domestic allocations added to performance, while being overweight SMID (small and mid) caps detracted.
• The Fund underperformed in the trailing 1-year as being overweight growth added to performance in the latest quarter but detracted
over the 1-year period.
• The Fund is overweight equity, with a bias to domestic SMID caps and growth.

Performance factors

For the latest quarter, the Fund underperformed its benchmark, the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI). The overweight to domestic equity modestly
added to performance as domestic equity outperformed international, due to underperformance in emerging markets. The overweight to SMID (small
and mid) caps detracted from performance as large caps, led by large cap technology, strongly outperformed mid and especially small caps.
Selection effect was strong as the managers in aggregate outperformed their respective benchmarks. Within the fundamental equity strategies, the
largest outperformance came from large cap growth while the outperforming quantitative strategies included International and small cap value.
Underperforming fundamental equity strategies included large cap value, mid cap growth, small cap value and small cap growth. Within market
factors, the overweight to growth strongly added to performance.

For the trailing year, the Fund underperformed its benchmark. The overweight to domestic equity moderately detracted from performance despite
emerging markets materially underperforming, as developed international materially outperformed domestic equity. The overweight to SMID caps
detracted from performance as both mid and small caps underperformed large caps. Selection effect contributed negatively with the managers in
aggregate underperforming their respective benchmarks. Within the fundamental equity strategies, the largest underperformance came primarily from
large cap growth while the underperforming quantitative strategies included international and mid cap value. Positive contribution came from the
fundamental small cap growth and mid cap growth strategies, while the positive quantitative strategies included emerging markets. Within market
factors, the overweight to growth detracted as growth indexes underperformed value.

In early February, equity was reduced by approximately 1%.

Portfolio outlook
The Fund is overweight domestic equity and SMID caps. Thus far, 2023 has brought a measure of stability to the equity market. Although the first
quarter displayed some of the volatility we experienced in 2022, the negativity of the trend has eased, as investors have not only demonstrated
resistance to material deterioration but also a degree of positive energy. This is especially true in the large growth space, where the Nasdaq 100 (an
index of 100 of the largest non-financial companies listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange) saw its best first quarter in over a decade. It was up over
20% which was its 5th best first quarter ever. Even small cap, which struggled, has managed to hold the 2022 lows. Broadly speaking, the patterns
and trends within equities are long-term favorable. However, obstacles linger. Macroeconomic headwinds are building, and the earnings outlook
remains vulnerable. Manufacturing surveys are depressed, home values have ticked down 7 months in a row, retail sales are softening, and the
Federal Reserve’s war on inflation persists. Nevertheless, diminished inflationary pressures, improving consumer sentiment, and the
strength/composition of the first quarter’s equity performance, provide a basis for cautious optimism.
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Performance For the period ending March 31, 2023  •  Periods less than one year are not annualized.

Average annualized returns (%) 3 months YTD 1 year 3 years 10 years5 years Since
Inception

6.74 6.74 -8.30 15.83 6.22 8.33Thrivent Global Stock Fund — S share 5.89

- Expense ratio: 0.66%; Incept. date 12/29/1997

7.31 7.31 -7.44 15.36 6.93 8.06MSCI ACWI Index - USD NR

6.35 6.35 -5.65 14.95 6.37 7.67Morningstar Global Large-Stock Blend Avg

thriventfunds.com  •  Advisors: 800-521-5308 | sales@thriventfunds.com  •  Investors: 800-847-4836 | contact your advisorLearn more:

Top 10 Holdings (excluding derivatives and cash) 12.25% of Fund, as of Feb 28 2023: Thrivent Core EM Eq Fd: 2.87%, Thrivent Core Small Cap
Value Fund: 2.13%, Microsoft Corp: 1.75%, Alphabet, Inc., Class C: 1.15%, Amazon.com, Inc.: 0.76%, Cisco Syst, Inc.: 0.75%, NVIDIA Corp: 0.74%,
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co: 0.73%, Apple, Inc.: 0.71%, SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust: 0.66%

Any indexes shown are unmanaged and do not reflect the typical costs of investing. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

MSCI All Country World Index - USD Net Returns measures equity market performance in all global developed- and emerging-markets.

The Morningstar average represents the average total return annualized when greater than one year for all reported funds in the category. Morningstar
averages do not include sales charges/fees. If included, returns would have been lower. ©2023 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. The information
contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be
accurate, complete, or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this
information.

Risks: The Fund’s value is influenced by a number of factors, including the performance of the broader market, the effectiveness of the Adviser’s
allocation strategy, and risks specific to the Fund’s asset classes, market cap groups, investment styles, and issuers. The Adviser is also subject to
actual or potential conflicts of interest. Large companies may be unable to respond quickly to new competitive challenges and may not be able to
attain a high growth rate. The use of derivatives (such as futures) involves additional risks and transaction costs. Foreign investments involve
additional risks, such as currency fluctuations and political, economic and market instability, which may be magnified for investments in emerging
markets. The Adviser's assessment of investments may prove incorrect, resulting in losses or poor performance. Securities markets generally tend to
move in cycles with periods when security prices rise and periods when security prices decline. The Fund invests in other funds; therefore, the Fund is
dependent upon the performance of the other funds and is subject to the risks, additional fees and expenses of the other funds. The use of
quantitative investing techniques also involves risks. These and other risks are described in the prospectus.

This commentary may refer to specific securities which Thrivent Mutual Funds may own. A complete listing of the holdings for each of the Thrivent
Mutual Funds is available on thriventfunds.com.

All data represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The investment return and principal value of the investment
will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. Current performance may be lower or
higher than the performance data quoted. Call 800-847-4836 or visit thriventfunds.com for performance results current to the most recent month-end.

Investing involves risks, including the possible loss of principal. The prospectus and summary prospectus contain more complete information on the
investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the fund, and other information, which investors should read and consider carefully before
investing. Prospectuses and summary prospectuses are available at thriventfunds.com or by calling 800-847-4836.

Thrivent Distributors, LLC, a registered broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC, is the distributor for Thrivent Mutual Funds. Asset management
services are provided by Thrivent Asset Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser. Thrivent Distributors, LLC, and Thrivent Asset
Management, LLC are subsidiaries of Thrivent, the marketing name for Thrivent Financial for Lutherans.

© 2023 Thrivent
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